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Abstract—The regular separability problem asks, for two given
languages, if there exists a regular language including one of them
but disjoint from the other. Our main result is decidability, and
PSPACE-completeness, of the regular separability problem for
languages of one counter automata without zero tests (also known
as one counter nets). This contrasts with undecidability of the
regularity problem for one counter nets, and with undecidability
of the regular separability problem for one counter automata,
which is our second result.

I. INTRODUCTION

We mainly focus on separability problems for languages
of finite words. We say that a language K is separated from
another language L by a language S, if K Ď S and LX S “
H. For two families of languages F and G, the F separability
problem for G asks, for two given languages K,L P G over
the same alphabet, whether K is separated from L by some
language from F .

In this paper we mainly consider the separator class F of
regular languages (thus using the term regular separability).
As regular languages are closed under complement, K is
separated from L by a regular language if, and only if L is sep-
arated from K by a regular language. Therefore we shortly say
that K and L are regular separable. As the class G we consider
the languages of one counter automata (NFA extended with
a non-negative counter that can be incremented, decremented
and tested for zero), or its subclass – the languages of one
counter nets (one counter automata without zero tests).

Motivation and context. Separability is a classical problem
in formal languages. It was investigated most extensively for
G the class of regular languages, and for F a suitable subclass
thereof. Since regular languages are effectively closed under
complement, the F separability problem is in that case a
generalization of the F characterization problem, which asks
whether a given language belongs to F : indeed, L P F if
and only if L is separated from its complement by some
language from F . Separability problems for regular languages
were investigated since a long time using a generic connection
established by Almeida [1] between profinite semigroup theory
and separability. Recently it attracted a lot of attention also
outside algebraic community, which resulted in establishing
the decidability of F separability for the family F of separa-
tors being, among others,
‚ the piecewise testable languages [9], [19]
‚ the locally and locally threshold testable languages [18],
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‚ the languages definable in first order logic [21],
‚ the languages of certain higher levels of the first order

hierarchy [20].
The first result has been recently generalized to finite ranked
trees [13].

Separability of non-regular languages attracted little atten-
tion till now. The reason for this may be twofold. First, for
regular languages one can use standard algebraic tools, like
syntactic monoids, and indeed most of the results have been
obtained using algebraic techniques. Second, the few known
negative results on separability of non-regular languages are
strongly discouraging. To start off, some strong intractability
results have been known already since 70’s, when Szymanski
and Williams proved that regular separability of context-free
languages is undecidable [24]. Later Hunt [14] strengthened
this result: he showed that F separability of context-free lan-
guages is undecidable for every class F containing all definite
languages, i.e., finite Boolean combinations of languages of
the form wΣ˚ for w P Σ˚. This is a very weak condition,
hence the result of Hunt suggested that nothing nontrivial can
be done outside regular languages with respect to separability
problems. Furthermore, Kopczyński has recently shown that
regular separability is undecidable even for languages of
visibly pushdown automata [16], thus strengthening the result
by Szymanski and Williams once more.

On the positive side, piecewise testable separability has
been shown decidable for context-free languages, languages
of vector addition systems with states (VASS languages), and
some other classes of languages [10]. This inspired us to start
a quest for decidable cases beyond regular languages.

Once beyond regular languages, the regular separability
problem seems to be the most intriguing. VASS languages
is a well-known class of languages, for which the decidability
status of the regular separability problem is unknown. A few
positive results related to this problem have been however
obtained recently. First, decidability of unary (and modular)
separability of reachability sets1 of VASS was shown in [8];
the problem is actually equivalent to regular separability of
commutative closures of VASS languages. Second, decidabil-
ity of regular separability of languages of Parikh automata was
shown recently in [7]. Parikh automata recognize exactly the
same languages as integer-VASS (a variant of VASS where one
allows negative counter values [15], [5]), and therefore are a
subclass of VASS languages.

The open decidability status of regular separability of VASS
languages is our main motivation in this paper. A more general
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goal is understanding for which classes of languages regular
separability problem is decidable.

Our contribution. We consider the regular separability prob-
lem for languages of one counter automata (with zero test)
and its subclass, namely one counter nets (without zero test);
the latter model is exactly VASS in dimension 1. The two
models we call shortly OCA and OCN, respectively. Our main
result is decidability of the regular separability problem for
languages of one counter nets. Moreover, we determine the ex-
act complexity of the problem, namely PSPACE-completeness.
For complexity estimations we assume a standard encoding
of OCA (or OCN) and their configurations; in particular we
assume binary encoding of integers appearing in the input.

Theorem 1. Regular separability of languages of OCN is
PSPACE-complete.

Our approach to prove decidability is by regular over-
approximation: for every OCN language L there is a de-
creasing sequence of (computable) regular languages over-
approximating L, such that two OCN languages are regular
separable if, and only if some pair of their approximants is
disjoint. Furthermore, the latter condition can be reduced to a
kind of reachability property of the cross-product of two OCN,
and effectively checked in PSPACE by exploiting effective
semi-linearity of the reachability set of the cross-product. Our
PSPACE lower bound builds on PSPACE-hardness of bounded
non-emptiness of OCA [12].

It is interesting to compare the regular separability problem
with the regularity problem, which asks whether a given
language is regular. For every class G effectively closed
under complement, regular separability is a generalization of
regularity, as L is regular if, and only if L and its complement
L̄ are regular separable. It turns out however that regularity
of OCN languages can not be reduced to regular separability:
while we prove regular separability decidable, the regularity
problem is undecidable for OCN languages [25], [26].

As our second main contribution, we show that adding
zero tests leads to undecidability, for any separator language
class containing all definite languages. In particular, regular
languages are an example of such class.

Theorem 2. For every language class F containing all
definite languages, the F separability problem for languages
of OCA is undecidable.

Our argument is inspired by the undecidability proof by
Hunt [14]: we show, roughly speaking, that every decidable
problem reduces in polynomial time to the separability prob-
lem for OCA.

Organization. In Section II we define the models of OCA
and OCN, then Sections III–V are devoted to the proof of
Theorem 1, and finally Section VI contains the proof of
Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 1 is factorized as follows:
in Section III we introduce the regular over-approximation of
OCN languages, in Section IV we provide a PSPACE proce-

dure for testing the disjointness property of approximants, as
discussed above, and in Section V we give a PSPACE lower
bound. The last section VII contains some concluding remarks,
including the discussion of undecidability of the regularity
problem for OCN.

II. ONE COUNTER AUTOMATA AND NETS

In order to fix notation we start by recalling finite automata,
in a specifically chosen variant convenient for us later, when
working with one counter automata.

A nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) A “

pQ, q0, qf , T q over a finite alphabet Σ consists of a finite
set of control states Q, distinguished initial and final states
q0, qf P Q (for convenience we assume here, w.l.o.g., a single
final state), and a set of transitions T Ď Qˆ Σε ˆQ, where
Σε “ ΣY tεu.

For a word v P pΣεq
˚, let v|Σ be the word obtained by

removing all occurrences of ε. A run of A over a word w P Σ˚

is a sequence of transitions of the form

pp0, a1, p1q, pp1, a2, p2q, . . . , ppn´1, an, pnq

such that pa1 . . . anq|Σ “ w. The run is accepting if p0 “ q0

and pn “ qf . The language of A, denoted LpAq, is the set of
all words w over which A has an accepting run. Languages
of NFA are called regular.

One counter automata and nets. In brief, a one counter
automaton (OCA) is an NFA with a non-negative counter,
where we allow for arbitrary changes of the counter value
in one step.

Formally, an OCA is a tuple A “ pQ,α0, αf , T, T“0q,
where Q are control states as above. A configuration pq, nq P
Q ˆ N of A consists of a control state and a non-negative
counter value. There are two distinguished configurations, the
initial one α0 “ pq0, n0q and the final one αf “ pqf , nf q.
The finite set T Ď Q ˆ Σε ˆ Q ˆ Z contains transitions
of A. A transition pq, a, q1, zq can be fired in a configuration
α “ pq, nq if n ` z ě 0, leading to a new configuration
α1 “ pq1, n`zq. We write α a

ÝÑ α1 if this is the case. Finally,
the set T“0 Ď Q ˆ Σε ˆ Q contains zero tests. A zero test
pq, a, q1q can be fired in a configuration α “ pq, nq only if
n “ 0, leading to a new configuration α1 “ pq1, nq. Again, we
write α a

ÝÑ α1 if this is the case.
A run of an OCA over a word w P Σ˚ is a sequence of

transitions and zero tests of the form

α0
a1
ÝÑ α1

a2
ÝÑ . . .

an
ÝÑ αn

such that pa1 . . . anq|Σ “ w; we briefly write α0
w
ÝÑ αn if

this is the case, and α0 ÝÑ αn if a word w is irrelevant. The
run is accepting if α0 is the initial configuration of A, and αn

is the final one. The language of A, denoted LpAq, is the set
of all words w over which A has an accepting run.

A one counter net (OCN) is an OCA without zero tests, i.e.,
one with T“0 “ H. We drop the component T“0 and denote
OCN as pQ,α0, αf , T q. In other words, an OCN is exactly a
VASS in dimension 1.
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Example 3. Consider two OCN languages over the alphabet
ta, bu:

K “ tanbn | n P Nu L “ tanbn`1 | n P Nu.

An example regular language separating K from L is R “

tanbm | n ” m mod 2u. Indeed, R includes K and is disjoint
with L. On the other hand, K and L1 “ tanbm | m ą nu are
not regular separable (which follows by Corollary 10 below).

Other modes of acceptance. We briefly discuss other possible
modes of acceptance of OCA.

First, consider a variant of OCA with a finite set of initial
configurations, and a finite set of final ones. This variant
can be easily simulated by OCA as defined above. Indeed,
add two fresh states q0, qf , and fix the initial and final
configurations α0 “ pq0, 0q and αf “ pqf , 0q. Moreover, add
transitions enabling to go from α0 to every of former initial
configurations, and symmetrically add transitions enabling to
go from every of former final configurations to αf .

The above simulation reveals that w.l.o.g. we can assume
that the counter values n0 and nf in the initial and final
configurations are 0. This will be implicitly assumed in the
rest of the paper.

Yet another possibility is accepting solely by control state:
instead of a final configuration αf “ pqf , nf q, such an OCA
would have solely a final control state qf , and every run
ending in a configuration pqf , nq, for arbitrary n, would be
considered accepting. Again, this variant is easily simulated by
our model: it is enough to assume w.l.o.g. that qf has no out-
going transitions nor zero tests, add a transition pqf , ε, qf ,´1q
decrementing the counter in the final state, and fix the final
configuration as pqf , 0q.

Finally, note that all the simulations discussed above work
for OCN as well. In particular, in the sequel we may assume,
w.l.o.g., that the counter values in initial and final configura-
tions of OCN are 0.

III. REGULAR OVER-APPROXIMATION OF OCN

For an OCN A and n ą 0, we are going to define an
NFA An which we call n-approximation of A. As long as the
counter value is below n, the automaton An stores this value
exactly (we say then that An is in low mode); if the counter
value exceeds n, the automaton An only stores the remainder
of the counter value modulo n (we say then that An is in
high mode). Thus An can pass from low mode to high one;
but An can also nondeterministically decide to pass the other
way around, from high to low mode.

Let Q be the state space of A, and let pq0, 0q and pqf , 0q
be its initial and final configurations. As the state space of An

we take the set

Qn “ Qˆ t0, . . . , n´ 1u ˆ tLOW, HIGHu.

The initial and final state of An are pq0, 0, LOWq and
pqf , 0, LOWq, respectively. Every transition pq, a, q1, zq of A

induces a number of transitions of An, as defined below (for
any c satisfying 0 ď c ă n):
`

pq, c, LOWq, a, pq, c`z, LOWq
˘

if 0 ď c`z ă n
`

pq, c, LOWq, a, pq, pc`zq mod n, HIGHq
˘

if n ď c`z
`

pq, c, HIGHq, a, pq, pc`zq mod n, LOWq
˘

if c`z ă 0
`

pq, c, HIGHq, a, pq, pc`zq mod n, HIGHq
˘

.

Note that passing from high mode to low one is only possible
if the counter value (modulo n) drops, after an update, strictly
below 0; in particular, this requires z ă 0.

Example 4. Recall the languages K and L from Example 3,
and consider an OCN A recognizing K that has two states
q0, qf , and three transitions:

pq0, a, q0,`1q

pq0, ε, qf , 0q

pqf , b, qf ,´1q.

The 2-approximating automaton A2 has 8 states tq0, qfu ˆ
t0, 1u ˆ tLOW, HIGHu. In state pq0, 1, LOWq on letter a, the
automaton is forced to change the mode to HIGH; symmet-
rically, in state pqf , 0, HIGHq on letter b, the automaton can
change its mode back to LOW:

`

pq0, 1, LOWq, a, pq0, 0, HIGHq
˘

`

pqf , 0, HIGHq, b, pqf , 1, LOWq
˘

.

Otherwise, the mode is preserved by transitions; for instance,
in high mode the automaton changes the state irrespectively
of the input letter: for every q P tq0, qfu, x P ta, bu and
c P t0, 1u, there is a transition

`

pq, c, HIGHq, x, pq, 1´ c, HIGHq
˘

.

The language recognized by A2 is

tanbm | pn “ m ă 2q _ pn,m ě 2^ n ” m mod 2qu.

According to the definition above, the automaton An can
oscillate between low and high mode arbitrarily many times.
Actually, as we argue below, it is enough to allow for at most
one oscillation.

Proposition 5. For every run of An between two states in
high mode, there is a run over the same word between the
same states which never exits the high mode.

Proof. Indeed, observe that if An has any of the following
transitions

`

pq,m, LOWq, a, pq1,m1, LOWq
˘

`

pq,m, LOWq, a, pq1,m1, HIGHq
˘

`

pq,m, HIGHq, a, pq1,m1, LOWq
˘

then An necessarily has also the transition
`

pq,m, HIGHq, a, pq1,m1 mod n, HIGHq
˘

.
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Thus every run oscillating through high and low modes that
starts and ends in high mode, can be simulated by a one that
never exits high mode.

A run of an OCN A we call n-low, if the counter value is
strictly below n in all configurations of the run. Proposition 6
below characterizes the language of An in terms of runs of
A, and will be useful for proving the Approximation Lemma
below. Then Corollary 7, its direct consequence, summarizes
some properties of approximation useful in the sequel.

Proposition 6. Let A “ pQ, pq0, 0q, pqf , 0q, T q be an OCN,
and let n ą 0. Then w P LpAnq iff

(a) either A has an n-low run over w,
(b) or w factorizes into w “ wPREFwMIDwSUFF, such that A

has the following runs

pq0, 0q
wPREF
ÝÑ pq, n` dq

pq, cn` dq
wMID
ÝÑ pq1, c1n` d1q

pq1, n` d1q
wSUFF
ÝÑ pqf , 0q,

(1)

for some states q, q1 P Q and natural numbers c, c1 ě 1
and d, d1 ě 0.

Proof. We start with the ’if’ direction. If there is an n-low run
over w in A then clearly w P LpAnq. Otherwise, suppose that
w “ wPREFwMIDwSUFF and the words wPREF, wMID and wSUFF

admit the runs as stated in (1) above. Then clearly An admit
the following runs:

pq0, 0, LOWq
wPREF
ÝÑ pq, d mod n, HIGHq

pq, d mod n, HIGHq
wMID
ÝÑ pq1, d1 mod n, HIGHq

pq1, d1 mod n, HIGHq
wSUFF
ÝÑ pqf , 0, LOWq

and thus pq0, 0q
w
ÝÑ pqf , 0q in An as required.

For the ’only if’ direction, suppose w P LpAnq. If An

has a run over w that never exits low mode, then clearly A
has an n-low run over w. Otherwise, consider any run of An

over w. Distinguish the first and the last configuration in high
mode along this run, say pq, d, HIGHq and pq1, d1, HIGHq. The
two configurations determine a factorization of the word w
into three parts w “ wPREFwMIDwSUFF such that An admit the
following runs:

pq0, 0, LOWq
wPREF
ÝÑ pq, d, HIGHq

pq, d, HIGHq
wMID
ÝÑ pq1, d1, HIGHq

pq1, d1, HIGHq
wSUFF
ÝÑ pqf , 0, LOWq.

The first and the last run imply the first and the last run in (1).
For the middle one, we may assume (w.l.o.g., by Proposition 5)
that An never exits high mode, which implies immediately
existence of the middle run in (1).

Corollary 7. Let A be an OCN and let m,n ą 0. Then

(a) LpAq Ď LpAnq,
(b) LpAnq Ď LpAmq if m | n.

Proof. The first inclusions follow easily by the characteriza-
tion of Proposition 6. The second one is easily shown by
definition of n-approximation.

Now we state and prove the Approximation Lemma, which
is the crucial property of approximation. In the sequel we will
strongly rely on direct consequences of this lemma, formulated
as Corollaries 9 and 10 below.

Lemma 8 (Approximation Lemma). For an OCN A, the
following conditions are equivalent:
(a) LpAq is empty,
(b) LpAnq is empty, for some n ą 0.

Proof. Clearly (b) implies (a), by Corollary 7(a). In order to
prove that (a) implies (b), fix A “ pQ, pq0, 0q, pqf , 0q, T q and
suppose that the languages LpAnq are non-empty for all n ą 0;
our aim is to show that LpAq is non-empty either.

In the sequel we do not need the non-emptiness assumption
for all n; it will be enough to use the assumption for some
fixed n computed as follows. Let |Q| be the number of states of
A and dA be the maximal absolute value of integer constants
appearing in transitions T of A. Then let K “ |Q| ¨ dA, and
let n “ K! (K! stands for K factorial.)

Let w be a fixed word that belongs to LpAnq. Our aim is
to produce a word w1 that belongs to LpAq, by a pumping in
the word w; the pumping will allow to make a run of An into
a correct run of A.

As w P LpAnq, by Proposition 6 we learn that w satisfies
one of conditions (a), (b). If w satisfies (a) then w1 “ w P

LpAq as required. We thus concentrate, from now on, on the
case when w satisfies condition (b) in Proposition 6. Let’s
focus on the first (fixed from now on) run of A in (1), namely

pq0, 0q
wPREF
ÝÑ pq, n` dq,

for some prefix wPREF of w and d ě 0. This run starts with
the counter value 0, and ends with the counter value at least
n. We are going to analyze closely the prefix of the run that
ends immediately before the counter value exceeds K for the
first time; denote this prefix by ρ. A configuration pq,mq in
ρ we call latest if the counter value stays strictly above m in
all the following configurations in ρ. In other words, a latest
configuration is the last one in ρ where the counter value is at
most m. A crucial but easy observation is that the difference
of counter values of two consecutive latest configurations is
at most dA. Therefore, as K has been chosen large enough, ρ
must contain more than |Q| latest configurations. By a pigeon
hole principle, there must be a state of A, say q, that appears
in at least two latest configurations. In consequence, for some
infix v of wPREF, the OCN A has a run over v of the form

pq,mq
v
ÝÑ pq,m1q, for some m ă m1 ď m`K.

As a consequence, the word v can be repeated an arbitrary
number of times, preserving correctness of the run but in-
creasing the final counter value. Recall that the final counter
value of ρ is n ` d, while we would like to achieve cn ` d
(for c in Proposition 6). Modify the word wPREF by adding
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pc´ 1q ¨n{pm1´mq repetitions of the word v, thus obtaining
a new word w1PREF such that A has a run

pq0, 0q
w1

PREF
ÝÑ pq, cn` dq. (2)

In exactly the same way we modify the suffix wSUFF of w,
thus obtaining a word w1SUFF over which the OCN A has a run

pq1, c1n` d1q
w1

SUFF
ÝÑ pqf , 0q. (3)

By concatenation we obtain a word w1 “ w1PREFwMIDw
1
SUFF

which is accepted by A, by composition of the run (2), the
middle run in (1), and the run (3). Thus LpAq is non-empty,
as required.

As OCNs are closed under products with finite automata
and these products commute with n-approximations, we get:

Corollary 9. For an OCN A and a regular language R, the
following conditions are equivalent:

(a) LpAq and R are disjoint,
(b) LpAnq and R are disjoint, for some n ą 0.

Corollary 10. For two OCN A and B, the following conditions
are equivalent:

(a) LpAq and LpBq are regular separable,
(b) LpAnq and LpBq are disjoint, for some n ą 0,
(c) LpAnq and LpBnq are disjoint, for some n ą 0.

Proof. In order to prove that (a) implies (b), suppose that a
regular language R separates LpBq from LpAq, i.e., R includes
LpBq and is disjoint from LpAq. By Corollary 9 we learn that
for some n ą 0, R and An are disjoint. Thus necessarily LpBq
and LpAnq are disjoint too.

To show that (b) implies (c) use Corollary 9 for OCN B and
regular language LpAnq. We get that there exists m ą 0 such
that LpBmq and LpAnq are disjoint. Then using Corollary 7(b)
we have that LpAnmq and LpBnmq are disjoint as well.

Finally, (c) easily implies (a), as any of the regular languages
LpAnq, LpBnq can serve as a separator (Corollary 7(a) is used
here).

Our decision procedure for OCN, to be presented in the
next section, will test condition (b) in Corollary 10.

Remark 11. Interestingly, exactly the same notion of approxi-
mation can be defined for OCA as well. Even if Propositions 5
and 6 are no more valid for OCA, all other facts proved
in this section still hold for this more general model, in
particular the Approximation Lemma and Corollaries 9 and 10.
Confronting this with undecidability of regular separability for
OCA (which we prove in Section VI) leads to a conclusion
that the characterizations of Corollary 10 are not effectively
testable in case of OCA, while they are in case of OCN.

IV. PSPACE ALGORITHM

In this section we prove the PSPACE upper bound of
Theorem 1. All the PSPACE complexity statements below are
understood with respect to the size of the two input OCN,
under binary encoding of integers.

The proof splits into two parts. In the first one (up to
Remark 14) we reduce the (non-)separability problem to a
kind of reachability property in the cross-product of A and B.
In the second (more technical) part we concentrate on testing
this reachability property in PSPACE.

Vector addition systems with states. We start by recalling
the notion of integer vector addition systems with states
(integer-VASS). For d ą 0, a d-dimensional integer-VASS
V “ pQ,T q, or d-integer-VASS, consists of a finite set Q of
control states, and a finite set of transitions T Ď QˆZdˆQ.
A configuration of V is a pair pq, vq P Q ˆ Zd consisting
of a state and an integer vector. Note that we thus allow,
in general, negative values in configuration (this makes a
difference between integer-VASS and VASS); however later
we will typically impose non-negativeness constraints on a
selected subset of coordinates. A d-integer-VASS V determines
a step relation between configurations: there is a step from
pq, vq to pq1, v1q if T contains a transition pq, z, q1q such that
v1 “ v ` z. We write pq, vq ÝÑ pq1, v1q if there is a sequence
of steps leading from pq, vq to pq1, v1q, and say that pq1, v1q is
reachable from pq, vq in V .

Cross-product operation. We will use a cross-product opera-
tion over one counter nets. For two OCN A “ pQ,α0, αf , T q
an B “ pP, β0, βf , Uq, their cross-product A b B is a 2-
integer-VASS whose states are pairs of states QˆP of A and
B, respectively, and whose transitions contain all triples

`

pq, pq, pz, vq, pq1, p1q
˘

such that there exists a P Σε with pq, a, q1, zq P T and
pp, a, p1, vq P U . For convenience we assume here that every
OCN has an ε-transition of the form pq, ε, q, 0q in every control
state q. Note that AbB is unlabeled — the alphabet letters are
only used to synchronize A and B — and allows, contrarily to
A and B, for negative values on both coordinates. Moreover
note that there is no distinguished initial or final configuration
in an integer-VASS.

We will later need to impose a selective non-negativeness
constraint on values of configurations. For a d-integer-VASS
V and a sequence C1, . . . , Cd, where Ci “ N or Ci “ Z
for each i, by V pC1, . . . , Cdq we mean the transition system
of V truncated to the subset Q ˆ C1 ˆ . . . ˆ Cd Ď Q ˆ Zd

of configurations. For instance, pA b BqpN,Nq differs from
A b B by imposing the non-negativeness constraint on both
coordinates, and is thus a 2-VASS. On the other hand, in pAb
BqpZ,Nq the counter of A can get arbitrary integer values
while the counter of B is restricted to be non-negative.

Disjointness assumption. Fix for the rest of this section
two input OCN A “ pQ, pq0, 0q, pqf , 0q, T q and B “
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pP, pp0, 0q, ppf , 0q, Uq, and let V “ A b B be their cross-
product. If the intersection of LpAq and LpBq is non-empty,
the answer to the separability question is obviously negative.
We may thus consider only input OCN A and B with LpAq
and LpBq are disjoint. This is eligible as the disjointness can
be effectively checked in PSPACE. Indeed, the intersection of
LpAq and LpBq is nonempty if, and only if

`

pq0, p0q, 0, 0
˘

ÝÑ
`

pqf , pf q, 0, 0
˘

in the 2-VASS VpN,Nq, which can be checked in PSPACE by
the result of [4].

Assumption 12. In the sequel, w.l.o.g., we assume that LpAq
and LpBq are disjoint.

Our strategy is to reduce regular separability of A and B
to (a kind of) reachability property in their cross-product V ,
and then to encode this property using (multiple) systems of
linear Diophantine equations. The number of systems will
not be polynomial, however they will be all enumerable
in polynomial space. Using the enumeration, our decision
procedure will boil down to checking a suitable property of
solution sets of these system.

Reduction to reachability in V . Recall Corollary 10(b) which
characterizes regular non-separability by non-emptiness of the
intersection of LpAnq and LpBq, for all n ą 0, which, roughly
speaking, is equivalent to a reachability property in the cross-
product of NFA An and the OCN B, for all n ą 0. We
are going now to internalize the quantification over all n, by
transferring the reachability property to the cross-product V of
the two OCN A and B.

For convenience we introduce the following terminology.
For n ą 0 we say that V admits n-reachability (or n-
reachability holds in V) if there are q, q1 P Q, p, p1 P P ,
m,m1 ě n, l, l1 ě 0 and m2 P Z such that m2 ” m1 mod n
and
(a)

`

pq0, p0q, 0, 0
˘

ÝÑ
`

pq, pq,m, l
˘

in VpN,Nq,
(b)

`

pq, pq,m, l
˘

ÝÑ
`

pq1, p1q,m2, l1
˘

in VpZ,Nq,
(c)

`

pq1, p1q,m1, l1
˘

ÝÑ
`

pqf , pf q, 0, 0
˘

in VpN,Nq.
The n-reachability in V differs in three respects from ordinary
reachability

`

pq0, p0q, 0, 0
˘

ÝÑ
`

pqf , pf q, 0, 0
˘

in VpN,Nq.
First, we require two intermediate values of the counter in
A, namely m,m1, to be at least n. Second, in the middle
part we allow the counter of A to be negative. Finally, we
allow for a mismatch between m1 and m2. Thus n-reachability
does not imply non-emptiness pq0, 0q ÝÑ pqf , 0q of A.
On the other hand, n-reachability does imply non-emptiness
pp0, 0q ÝÑ ppf , 0q of B.

Proposition 13. A and B are not regular separable if, and
only if V admits n-reachability for all n ą 0.

Proof. Using the characterization of Corollary 10(b), it suf-
fices to show that for every n ą 0, LpAnq X LpBq ‰ H if,
and only if V admits n-reachability. Fix n ą 0 in the sequel.

For the ,,only if” direction, let w P LpAnq X LpBq. As w P
LpAnq, we may apply Proposition 6. Note that the condition

(a) of Proposition 6 surely does not hold, as we know that w R
LpAq; therefore condition (b) must hold for some states q, q1 P
Q and natural numbers c, c1 ě 1 and d, d1 ě 0. Put m :“ n`d,
m1 :“ n`d1 and m2 :“ m1`pc1´c`1qn (recall that m2 may
be negative). As w P LpBq, the corresponding states p, p1 and
counter values l, l1 can be taken from the corresponding two
positions in an accepting run of B over w. The chosen states
q, q1, p, p1 and integer values m,m1, l, l1, k prove n-reachability
in V , as required.

For the ”if” direction suppose that V admits n-reachability,
and let wPREF, wMID and wSUFF be some words witnessing the
conditions (a)–(c) of n-reachability. In particular, this implies

pq,m` pc´ 1qnq
wMID
ÝÑ pq1,m2 ` pc´ 1qnq in A (4)

for c ě 1 large enough. This also implies that the word
w “ wPREFwMIDwSUFF belongs to LpBq. We will prove that w
also belongs to LpAnq, by demonstrating that the factorization
w “ wPREFwMIDwSUFF satisfies the condition (b) in Proposi-
tion 6. (Note that (a) in Proposition 6 can not hold for w, as
it would be in contradiction with disjointness of LpAq and
LpBq.) Indeed, for d :“ m´ n, d1 :“ m1 ´ n, we obtain then
runs over mPREF and mSUFF as required in (b) in Proposition 6.
In order to get a run over wMID, we take c ě 1 large enough
so that (4) holds; for c1 :“ c` pm2 ´m1q{n, (4) rewrites to

pq, cn` dq
wMID
ÝÑ pq1, c1n` d1q in A,

as required.

Building on Proposition 13, we are going to design a deci-
sion procedure to check whether V admits n-reachability for
all n ą 0. To this end we slightly re-formulate n-reachability,
using the following relations expressing the conditions (a)–(c)
of n-reachability:

PREFpq , SUFFpq Ď N2, MIDpp1

qq1 Ď N2 ˆ Zˆ N, (5)

for q, q1 P Q and p, p1 P P , defined as follows:

PREFpqpm, lq ðñ paq holds

MIDpp1

qq1 pm, l,m
2, l1q ðñ pbq holds

SUFFp
1

q1 pm
1, l1q ðñ pcq holds.

Let R Ď N2 ˆ Z contain all triples pm,m1, xq satisfying the
following formula:

there exist q, q1 P Q, p, p1 P P, l, l1 P N s. t.

PREFpqpm, lq ^ MIDpp1

qq1 pm, l,m
1`x, l1q ^ SUFFp

1

q1 pm
1, l1q.

(6)

Then n-reachability is equivalent to saying that some
pn1, n2, n3q P R satisfies

n1, n2 ě n and n|n3. (7)

Any triple pn1, n2, n3q satisfying the condition (7) we call n-
witness in the sequel. In this terminology, our algorithm is to
decide whether R contains n-witnesses for all n ą 0.

Semi-linear sets. For a set P Ď Zl of vectors, let P˚ Ď Zl

contain all vectors that can be obtained as a finite sum,
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possibly the empty one, and possibly with repetitions, of
vectors from P . In other words, P˚ is the set of non-negative
linear combinations of vectors from P . Linear sets are sets of
the form L “ tbu ` P˚, where b P Zl, P is a finite subset
of Zl, and addition ` is understood element-wise. Thus L
contains sums of the vector b and a vector from P˚. The
vector b is called base, and vectors in P periods; we write
shortly b ` P˚. Finite unions of linear sets are called semi-
linear. We use sometimes a special case of semi-linear sets of
the form B ` P˚, for finite sets B,P .

Remark 14. For decidability, observe that all the sets ap-
pearing in (6) are effectively semi-linear. Indeed, PREFpq is
essentially the reachability set of a 2-VASS, and thus effec-
tively semi-linear [4], and likewise for SUFFpq ; and effective
semi-linearity of MIDpp1

qq1 can be derived from Parikh theorem
(see, e.g., Lemma 3.4 in [11]). In consequence, the set R is
effectively semi-linear too. Thus non-separability reduces to
checking if a given semi-linear set contains n-witnesses for all
n ą 0. However, in order to get tight PSPACE upper bound, we
need to provide suitable estimations on representation size of
semi-linear sets. To this aim we introduce PSPACE-enumerable
sets.

PSPACE-enumerable sets. Recall that complexity estimations
are with respect to the sizes of the input OCN A and B. For a
finite set of vectors P , we say that an algorithm enumerates P
if it computes consecutive elements of a sequence p1, . . . , pm,
possibly with repetitions, such that P “ tp1, . . . , pmu; in other
words, every element of P appears at least once in the se-
quence, but no other element does. An algorithm enumerates a
linear set L “ b`P˚ if it first computes b and then enumerates
P . If there is a polynomial space algorithm which enumerates
L, the set L is called PSPACE-enumerable. A semi-linear set
S we call PSPACE-enumerable (slightly abusing the notation)
if for some sequence of linear sets L1, . . . , Lk such that

S “ L1 Y . . .Y Lk,

there is a polynomial space algorithm that first enumerates
L1, then enumerates L2, and so on, and finally enumerates
Lk. In particular, this means that for some polynomial bound
N , every base and every period can be stored using at most
N bits.

Propositions 15 and 16 below state that all the sets appearing
in (6) are PSPACE-enumerable. The next Proposition 17, their
direct consequence, says the same about the set R; it will
be the cornerstone of our decision procedure. Proofs of the
propositions are postponed towards the end of this section.

Proposition 15. For every q P Q and p P P , the sets PREFpq
and SUFFpq are PSPACE-enumerable.

Proposition 16. For every q, q1 P Q and p, p1 P P , the set
MIDpp1

qq1 is PSPACE-enumerable.

Proposition 17. The set R is PSPACE-enumerable.

The set R is therefore a finite union of linear sets,

R “ L1 Y . . .Y Lk, (8)

each of them being PSPACE-enumerable. The next lemma
allows us to consider each of the linear sets separately:

Lemma 18. If a finite union X1Y . . .YXk Ď N2ˆZ contains
n-witnesses for all n ą 0, then some of X1, . . . , Xk also does.

Proof. We use a monotonicity property: if n1|n then every n-
witness is automatically also n1-witness. Consider a sequence
of pn!q-witnesses, for n ą 0, contained in X . One of the sets
X1, . . . , Xk necessarily contains infinitely many of them. By
monotonicity, this set contains pn!q-witnesses for all n ą 0,
and hence n-witnesses for all n ą 0.

Relying on Lemma 18 and Proposition 17, our procedure
guesses one of the linear sets (8). It thus remains to describe
a PSPACE algorithm for the following core problem: for a
given PSPACE-enumerable linear set L “ b ` P˚ Ď N2 ˆ Z,
determine whether it contains n-witnesses for all n ą 0.

Decision procedure for the core problem. In case of a linear
set L, the condition we are to check boils down to two separate
sub-conditions:

Lemma 19. L “ b ` P˚ contains n-witnesses for all n ą 0
if, and only if
(a) for every n, there is pn1, n2, n3q P L with n1, n2 ě n;
(b) for every n, there is pn1, n2, n3q P L with n|n3.

Proof. Put b “ pb1, b2, b3q. Indeed, if pb1, b2, b3q `
pk1, k2, k3q P L for b1 ` k1, b2 ` k2 ě n, and pb1, b2, b3q `
pm1,m2,m3q P L for n|pb3 ` m3q, then pb1, b2, b3q `
npk1, k2, k3q ` pm1,m2,m3q P L is an n-witness. Hence
conditions (a) and (b) imply that L contains n-witnesses for
all n ą 0. The opposite direction is obvious.

Condition (a) in Lemma 19 is easy for algorithmic ver-
ification: enumerate vectors in P while checking whether
some vector is positive on first coordinate, and some (possibly
different) vector is positive on second coordinate.

As the last bit of our decision procedure, it remains to
check condition (b) in Lemma 19. Writing b3, resp. P3, for
the projection of b, resp. P , on the third coordinate, we need
to check whether the set b3 ` P3

˚
Ď Z contains (possibly

negative) multiplicities of all n ą 0. We build on:

Proposition 20. The set b3`P3
˚ contains multiplicities of all

n ą 0 if, and only if b3 is a linear combination of P3, i.e.,

b3 “ a1p1 ` . . .` akpk, (9)

for a1, . . . , ak P Z and p1, . . . , pk P P3.

Proof. For the ’only if’ direction, suppose that b3 ` P3
˚

contains multiplicities of all positive numbers. If b3 “ 0 then
it is (the empty) linear combination of P3; suppose therefore
that b3 ‰ 0. Note that this implies in particular that P3 is
forcedly nonempty. Fix arbitrary n such that n P P3. Suppose
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n ą 0 (if n ă 0 take ´n instead of n). By the assumption,
b3 ` p ” 0 mod n for some p P P3

˚, i.e.,

b3 ” ´p mod n.

Then b3 “ ´p`an for some a P Z, hence a linear combination
of P3 as required.

For the ’if’ direction, suppose b3 is a linear combination
of P3 as in (9), and let n ą 0. It is possible to decrease the
numbers a1, . . . , ak by multiplicities of n so that they become
non-positive. Thus we have

b3 ” ´a1p1 ´ . . .´ akpk mod n,

for a1, . . . , ak P N, i.e., b3 ” ´p mod n for some p P P3
˚.

In consequence b3 ` p ” 0 mod n, as required.

Thus we only need to check whether b3 is a linear com-
bination of P3. By the Chinese remainder theorem, this is
equivalent to b3 being a multiplicity of the greatest common
divisor of all numbers in P3. Thus our decision procedure
enumerates the set P , computes the greatest common divisor
g of projections p3 on the third coordinate of all vectors p P P ,
and finally checks whether g|b3.

The upper bound of Theorem 1 is thus proved.

Remark 21. From the proof of the PSPACE upper bound
one can extract a doubly exponential bound on n in Corol-
lary 10(b). Exhaustive checking if LpAnqXLpBq ‰ H for all
n so bounded would only yield an EXPSPACE algorithm.

A. Proof of Proposition 15

We concentrate on showing that the sets PREFpq are PSPACE-
enumerable. (The sets SUFFpq can be dealt with in exactly the
same way as PREFpq , but with V replaced by the reverse of
V .) In the sequel fix states q, p of A and B, respectively. The
set PREFpq is nothing but the reachability set of a 2-VASS
VpN,Nq in control state pq, pq, from the initial configuration
ppq0, p0q, 0, 0q. We build on a result of [4] which describes the
reachability set in terms of sets reachable via a finite set of
linear path schemes, a notion that we are going to recall now.

Let T be transitions of V . A linear path scheme is a regular
expression over T of the form:

E “ α0β
˚
1α1 . . . β

˚
kαk, (10)

where αi, βi P T
˚. The sequences β1, . . . , βk are called loops

of E. By length of E we mean the sum of lengths of all αi

and βi. Let REACHE (the reachability set via E) contain all
pairs pn,mq P N2 such that ppq0, p0q, 0, 0q ÝÑ ppq, pq, n,mq
in VpN,Nq via a sequence of transitions that belongs to E.

Here is Thm. 1 in [4], translated to our terminology:

Lemma 22 ([4]). There are computable bounds N1, N2, where
N1 is exponential and N2 is polynomial in the size of V ,
such that PREFpq is the union of sets REACHE , for linear path
schemes E of length at most N1, with at most N2 loops.

In order to test whether a configuration is reachable in
VpN,Nq by a given linear path scheme E, it is not necessary
to know the whole scheme. For our purposes it is enough

to describe E as in (10) using 4k ` 2 pairs of integers. Let
ai P Z2, for i “ 0, . . . , k, be the total effect of executing
the sequence αi, and likewise bi for the sequence βi, for
i “ 1, . . . , k. Moreover, let ci P N2, for i “ 0, . . . , k be the
(point-wise) minimal nonnegative values of counters that allow
to execute the sequence αi (in VpN,Nq), and likewise di for
the sequence βi, for i “ 1, . . . , k. The 4k`2 pairs of numbers,
namely ai, ci (for i “ 0 . . . k) and bi, di (for i “ 1 . . . k), we
jointly call the profile of the linear path scheme E.

Lemma 23. Given pairs ai, P Z2, ci P N2 (for i “ 0 . . . k)
and bi P Z2, di P N2 (for i “ 1 . . . k), it can be checked in
PSPACE if they form the profile of some linear path scheme.

Proof. Guess intermediate control states pq1, p1q, . . . , pqk, pkq
and put pqk`1, pk`1q “ pq, pq. Check that the following
reachability properties hold in VpN,Nq, for i “ 0, . . . , k and
i “ 1, . . . , k, respecively:

`

pqi, piq, ci
˘

ÝÑ
`

qi`1, pi`1q, ci ` ai
˘

`

pqi, piq, di
˘

ÝÑ
`

qi, piq, di ` bi
˘

,

and that the above properties fail to hold if any ci (resp. di)
is replaced by a point-wise smaller pair of numbers. All the
required checks are instances of the reachability problem for
2-VASS, hence doable in PSPACE [4].

Denote by REACHp the set of configurations reachable in
VpN,Nq via some linear path scheme with profile p. Using
Lemma 23 we can enumerate all profiles of linear path
schemes (10) of length at most N1 with k ď N2 loops.
Note that each such profile can be represented (in binary)
in polynomial space. Thus by the virtue of Lemma 22 it is
enough to show, for a fixed profile p, that the set REACHp is
PSPACE-enumerable. Fix a profile p from now on.

As a convenient tool we will use linear Diophantine equa-
tions. These are systems of equations of the form

a1x1 ` . . .` alxl “ a, (11)

where x1, . . . , xl are variables, and a, a1, . . . , al are integer
coefficients. For a system U of such equations, we denote by
solpUq Ď Nl the solution set of U , i.e., the set all of non-
negative integer vectors pn1, . . . , nlq such that the valuation
x1 ÞÑ n1, . . . , xl ÞÑ nl satisfies all the equations in U .

We say that a vector is bounded by m if it is smaller than
m on every coordinate. By sizepUq we denote the size of U ,
with integers encoded in binary. By Prop. 2 in [6] we get:

Lemma 24. solpUq “ B ` P˚, with every base b P B and
period p P P bounded by 2N , for a computable bound N P N
polynomial in sizepUq.

Observe that, forcedly, P Ď solpU0q where U0 denotes a
modification of the system of linear equations U with all right-
hand side constants a (cf. (11)) replaced by 0. We will use
Lemma 24 once we state the last lemma we need:

Lemma 25. The set REACHp is a projection of the union

solpU1q Y . . .Y solpU lq,
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for systems of linear Diophantine equations U1 . . .U l that can
be enumerated in polynomial space.

The two lemmas immediately imply that REACHp is
PSPACE-enumerable. Indeed, by Lemma 24 applied to every
of the systems U i, we have solpU iq “ Bi ` Pi

˚ for bases Bi

containing all vectors b P solpU iq bounded by 2N , and periods
Pi containing all vectors p P solpU i

0q bounded by 2N , where
N is polynomial and computable. Relying on Lemma 25,
the algorithm enumerates all systems U i, then enumerates all
b P Bi satisfying the above constraints, and for each b it
enumerates all periods p P Pi satisfying the above constraints.
The proof of Proposition 15 is thus completed.

B. Proof of Proposition 16

In the sequel we fix states q, q1 of A and p, p1 of B,
respectively. Our aim is to prove that MIDpp1

qq1 is PSPACE-
enumerable, by encoding this set as Parikh image of an OCN.

Recall that Parikh image PIpwq of a word w P Σ˚, for a
fixed ordering a1 ă . . . ă ak of Σ, is defined as the vector
pn1, . . . , nkq where ni is the number of occurrences of ai in
w, for i “ 1, . . . , k. Parikh image lifts to languages: PIpLq “
tPIpwq | w P Lu.

An OCN we call 1-OCN if all its transitions pq, a, q1, zq
satisfy z P t´1, 0, 1u. We define a 1-OCN C of exponential
size, over a 5-letter alphabet ta0, b0, a`, a´, bfu, such that
MIDpp1

qq1 is the image of the linear function of PIpLpCqq. C
starts with the zero counter value, and its execution splits into
three phases. In the first phase C reads arbitrarily many times
a0 without modifying the counter, and arbitrary many times
b0, increasing the counter by 1 at every b0. Thus the counter
value of C at the end of the first phase is equal to the number
of b0s.

In the last phase, C reads arbitrarily many times bf , decreas-
ing the counter by 1 at every bf . The accepting configuration
of C requires the counter to be 0. Thus the counter value of C
at the beginning of the last phase must be equal to the number
of bf s.

In the intermediate phase C simulates execution of VpZ,Nq.
The counter value of C corresponds, during this phase, to the
counter value of B. On the other hand, the counter value of
A will only be reflected by the number of a` and a´ read
by C. States of C correspond to pairs of states of A and B,
respectively; there will be also exponentially many auxiliary
states. The phase starts in state pq, pq, and ends in state pq1, p1q.
A transition

`

pq1, p1q, pz1, z2q, pq2, p2q
˘

of V is simulated in
C as follows: First, if z1 ě 0 then C reads z1 letters a`;
otherwise, C reads ´z1 letters a´. Second, if z2 ě 0 then C
performs z2 consecutive increments of the counter; otherwise
C performs ´z2 decrements. In both tasks, fresh auxiliary
states are used. We assume w.l.o.g. that every transition of V
satisfies pz1, z2q ‰ p0, 0q; hence C has no ε-transitions. This
completes the description of the 1-OCN C.

Let S “ PIpLpCqq Ď N5. Then MIDpp1

qq1 “ fpSq, for the
linear function f : Z5 Ñ Z4 defined by (intensionally, we

re-use alphabet letters in the role of variable names):

pa0, b0, a`, a´, bf q ÞÑ pa0, b0, a0 ` a` ´ a´, bf q.

Therefore if S is PSPACE-enumerable then fpSq is also so; it
thus remains to prove that S is PSPACE-enumerable.

Our proof builds on results of [2], [17]. In order to state
it we need to introduce the concept of pump of an accepting
run ρ of C (called direction in [2]). We treat accepting runs
ρ as sequences of transitions. A pump of ρ of first kind is a
sequence α of transitions such that ρ factorizes into ρ “ ρ1ρ2,
and ρ1αρ2 is again an accepting run. Note that in this case the
effect of α on the counter is necessarily 0. A pump of second
kind is a pair α, β of sequences of transitions, where the effect
of α is non-negative, such that ρ factorizes into ρ “ ρ1ρ2ρ3,
and ρ1αρ2βρ3 is again an accepting run. Note that in this case
the effect of β is necessarily opposite to the effect of α.

Parikh image of a sequence of transitions PIpρq is under-
stood as a shorthand for Parikh image of the input word of ρ.
Furthermore, we use a shorthand notation for Parikh image of
a pump π: let PIpπq mean either PIpαq or PIpαβq, in case of
the first or second kind, respectively. Similarly, the length of
π is either the length of α, or the length of αβ. Lemma 26
follows by [2], Lem. 15, and [3], Lem. 58 (see also [17],
Thm. 6):

Lemma 26. There is a computable bound N , polynomial in
the size of C, such that S is a union of linear sets of the form

PIpρq ` tPIpπ1q, . . . , PIpπlqu
˚ pl ď 5q,

where ρ is an accepting run of C of length at most N , and
π1 . . . πl are pumps of ρ of length at most N .

We need one more fact:

Lemma 27. For b P N5 and P “ tp1, . . . , plu Ď N5, l ď 5, it
is decidable in PSPACE if there is an accepting run ρ of C of
length at most N and pumps π1, . . . , πl of ρ of length at most
N , such that b “ PIpρq and pi “ PIpπiq for i “ 1, . . . , l.

The two lemmas imply that S is PSPACE-enumerable.
Indeed, it is enough to enumerate all candidates b, P bounded
by N , as specified in Lemma 26, and validate them, using
Lemma 27. This completes the proof of Proposition 16.

V. PSPACE-HARDNESS

Recall that a language is definite if it is a finite Boolean
combination of languages of the form wΣ˚, for w P Σ˚. In
this section we prove the following result which, in particular,
implies the lower bound of Theorem 1:

Theorem 28. For every class F containing all definite lan-
guages, the F separability problem for languages of OCN is
PSPACE-hard.

A convenient PSPACE-hard problem, to be reduced to F
separability of OCN, can be extracted from [12]. Given an
OCA A and b P N, the bounded non-emptiness problem asks
whether A accepts some word by a b-bounded run; a run is
b-bounded if counter values along the run are at most b.
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Theorem 29 ([12]). The bounded non-emptiness problem is
PSPACE-complete, for A and b represented in binary.

A detailed analysis of the proof reveals that the prob-
lem remains PSPACE-hard even if the input OCA A “

pQ,α0, αf , T, T“0q is assumed to be acyclic, in the sense that
there is no reachable configuration α with a non-empty run
α ÝÑ α. Observe that an acyclic OCA has no b-bounded
run longer than b|Q|, a property which will be crucial for the
correctness of our reduction.

Proposition 30. The bounded non-emptiness problem is
PSPACE-complete, for acyclic A and b represented in binary.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 28, by reduction from
bounded non-emptiness of acyclic OCA. Given an acyclic
OCA A “ pQ, pq0, 0q, pqf , 0q, T, T“0q and b P N, we construct
in polynomial time two OCN B and B1, with the following
properties:
(a) if A has a b-bounded accepting run then LpBqXLpB1q ‰

H (and thus LpBq and LpB1q are not F separable);
(b) if A has no b-bounded accepting run then LpBq and LpB1q

are F separable.
The two OCN B and B1 will jointly simulate a b-bounded

run of A, obeying an invariant that the counter value v of B
is the same as the counter value of A, while the counter value
of B1 is b´ v. The actual input alphabet of A is irrelevant; as
the input alphabet of B and B1 we take Σ “ T Y T“0. The
OCN B behaves essentially as A, except that it always allows
for a zero test. Formally, B “ pQ, pq0, 0q, pqf , 0q, Uq, where
the transitions U are defined as follows. For every transition
t “ pq, a, q1, zq P T , there is a corresponding transition
pq, t, q1, zq P U. Moreover, for every zero test t “ pq, a, q1q P
T“0, there is a transition pq, t, q1, 0q P U. On the other hand,
the OCN B1 starts in the configuration pq0, bq, ends in pqf , bq,
and simulates the transitions of A but with the opposite effect.
Formally, B1 “ pQ Y X, pq0, bq, pqf , bq, U

1q, for X a set of
auxiliary states. For every transition t “ pq, a, q1, zq P T , there
is a corresponding transition pq, t, q1,´zq P U with the effect
´z opposite to the effect of t. Moreover, for every zero test
t “ pq, a, q1q P T“0, we include into U 1 the following three
transitions

pq, ε, p,´bq pp, ε, p1,`bq pp1, t, q1, 0q,

for some auxiliary states p, p1. The aim of the first two
transitions is to allow the last one only if the counter value is
at least b (and thus exactly b, assuming there is also a run of
B on the same input).

We need to argue that the implications (a) and (b) hold. The
first one is immediate: every b-bounded accepting run of A is
faithfully simulated by B and B1, and thus the languages LpBq
and LpB1q have non-empty intersection.

For the implication (b), suppose A has no b-bounded
accepting run. The first step is to notice that the languages
LpBq and LpB1q are necessarily disjoint. Indeed, any word
w P LpBq XLpB1q would describe a b-bounded accepting run
of A: B ensures that the counter remains non-negative, while

B1 ensures that the counter does not increase beyond b and
that the zero tests are performed correctly.

Let L contain all prefixes of words from LpBq, and likewise
L1 for LpB1q. Let n “ b|Q|. Recall that due to acyclicity, A
has no b-bounded run of length n (in the sense of the number
of transitions) or longer. Thus, for the same reason as above,
the intersection LXL1 contains no word of length n or longer.

In simple words, we are going to show that for a word of
length n or longer, it is enough to inspect its prefix of length
n in order to classify the word between LpBq and LpB1q. We
define a language K P F as follows:

K :“
`

LpBq X Σăn
˘

Y
ď

wPL,|w|“n

wΣ˚,

where Σăn stands for the set of all words over Σ of length
strictly smaller than n, and |w| denotes the length of w. The
language K belongs to F indeed, as F is closed under finite
unions, and every singleton twu belongs to F , due to

twu “ wΣ˚ ´
ď

aPΣ

waΣ˚.

It remains to argue that K separates LpBq and LpB1q. By the
very definition LpBq Ď K, as K contains all words from LpBq
of length strictly smaller than n, and all words starting with
a prefix, of length n, of a word from LpBq. For disjointness
of K and LpB1q, observe that the languages LpBq XΣăn and
LpB1q are disjoint, as already LpBq and LpB1q are. Moreover,
for every w P L of length |w| “ n, the languages wΣ˚ and
LpB1q are disjoint, as already the intersection LXL1 contains
no word of length n or longer.

Remark 31. The OCN B and B1 used in the reduction can
be easily made deterministic. On the other hand, by a general
result of [7] we learn that regular separability of nondeter-
ministic OCN polynomially reduces to regular separability of
deterministic OCN, making the latter PSPACE-complete too.

VI. UNDECIDABILITY FOR ONE COUNTER AUTOMATA

In this section we prove Theorem 2. The argument is similar
to the proof of the previous section, except that instead of re-
ducing a fixed undecidable problem, we provide a polynomial
reduction from every decidable one. This idea derives from
the insight of [14].

A universal model of computation that will be convenient
for us is 2-counter machines. A deterministic 2-counter ma-
chine M consists of a finite set of states Q with distinguished
initial state q0 P Q, accepting state qacc P Q and rejecting
state qrej P Q, two counters c1, c2, and a set of transitions,
one per state q P Q´tqacc, qreju. Thus the accepting state and
the rejecting one have no outgoing transitions. There are two
types of transitions. Type 1 transitions increment one of the
counters (i P t1, 2u):
(1) in state q, increment ci and go to state q1;

and type 2 transitions conditionally decrement one:
(2) in state q, if ci ą 0 then decrement ci and go to state q1,

otherwise go to state q2.
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A configuration pq, n1, n2q of M consists of a state q and
values n1, n2 ě 0 of the counters. We write pq, n1, n2q ÝÑ

pq1, n11, n
1
2q if a sequence of transitions leads from configu-

ration pq, n1, n2q to pq1, n11, n
1
2q. We say that M accepts a

number k P N if pq0, k, 0q ÝÑ pqacc, 0, 0q, and rejects k if
pq0, k, 0q ÝÑ pqrej, 0, 0q. Note our specific requirement that
acceptance or rejection only happens with both counter values
equal to 0. The machine M is total if every k P N is either
accepted or rejected by M. The language LpMq recognized
by M is set of all numbers accepted by M .

Every decidable language, say over the alphabet t0, 1u, is
recognized by some total, deterministic 2-counter machine,
under a suitable encoding. Indeed, every word w P t0, 1u˚ can
be encoded, using binary representation, as a natural number
npwq. It is quite standard to show that then for every total
deterministic Turing machine T , there is a total deterministic
2-counter machine M such that w P LpT q if, and only
if 2npwq P LpMq.2 Thus, modulo the encoding, decidable
languages are a subclass of (in fact, the same class as) subsets
L Ď N of natural numbers recognized by total deterministic
2-counter machines. These subsets L Ď N we call below
decidable problems.

Let F be a class of languages containing all definite
languages. We are going to show a polynomial time reduction
from any decidable problem L Ď N to F separability of OCA
languages. This implies undecidability of the latter problem.
Indeed, decidability of F separability of OCA languages, say
in time fpnq where n is the size of input, would imply that
every decidable problem L Ď N is actually decidable in time
fpppnqq for some polynomial p, thus contradicting the time
hierarchy theorem (see for instance Thm. 9.10 in [23], one can
assume without loss of generality that f is time-constructible,
i.e., fulfills conditions of the time hierarchy theorem).

Proposition 32. Every decidable problem L Ď N reduces
polynomially to the F separability problem of OCA languages.

Proof. Let M be a fixed total deterministic 2-counter machine
recognizing a language L. Given k P N, we construct two
OCA A1,A2 with the following properties:
(a) if k P LpMq then LpA1qXLpA2q ‰ H (and thus LpA1q

and LpA2q are not F separable);
(b) if k R LpMq then LpA1q and LpA2q are F separable.

As the input alphabet Σ of A1 and A2 we take the set of
transitions of M. We define two OCA:

A1 “ pQ, pq0, kq, pqacc, 0q, T1, T1,“0q,

A2 “ pQ, pq0, 0q, pqacc, 0q, T2, T2,“0q,

where transitions T1 (resp. T2) and zero tests T1,“0

(resp. T2,“0) are, roughly speaking, transitions of M where
the second (resp. first) counter is ignored. Formally, for every
transition t of type 1 on counter c1, there is a transition
pq, t, q1,`1q P T1; and for every transition t of type 1 on

2The exponent arises from the standard simulation of a Turing machine by
a 3-counter machine; the latter is further simulated by a 2-counter machine
which stores the values of the 3 counters c, d, e in the form 2c3d5e.

counter c2, there is a transition pq, t, q1, 0q P T1. For every
transition t of type 2 on counter c1, we include the following
transition and zero test:

pq, t, q1,´1q P T1 pq, t, q2q P T1,“0.

Finally, for every transition t of type 2 on counter c2, we
include the following two transitions:

pq, t, q1, 0q P T1 pq, t, q2, 0q P T1.

Transitions and zero tests of A2 are defined symmetrically,
with the roles of c1 and c2 swapped.

We need to argue that the implications (a) and (b) hold.
The first one is immediate: every sequence of transitions of
M leading from pq0, k, 0q to pqacc, 0, 0q, treated as a word over
Σ, belongs both to LpA1q and LpA2q.

In order to prove implication (b), suppose k R LpMq. We
first observe that LpA1q and LpA2q are necessarily disjoint;
indeed, any w P LpA1q X LpA2q is a sequence of transitions
that accepts k.

As M is total by assumption, we know that pq0, k, 0q ÝÑ
pqrej, 0, 0q in M; let n be the length of the corresponding
sequence of transitions.

Let L1 contain all prefixes of words from LpA1q, and
likewise L2 for LpA2q. It is crucial to observe that the
intersection L1 X L2 contains no word of length n or longer.
Indeed, any w P L1 X L2 is a sequence of transitions of
M starting from pq0, k, 0q, and thus cannot be longer than
n. Moreover w P L1 X L2 cannot lead, as a sequence of
transitions of M, to the rejecting state (as it has no outgoing
transitions), and thus w can not have length n either.

The rest of the proof is along the same lines as in the
previous section. In simple words, we claim that for a word of
length n or longer, it is enough to inspect its prefix of length
n in order to classify the word between LpA1q and LpA2q.
Formally, we define a language K P F as follows:

K :“
`

LpA1q X Σăn
˘

Y
ď

wPL1,|w|“n

wΣ˚.

The language K belongs to F for the reasons discussed in the
previous section. It remains to argue that K separates LpA1q

and LpA2q. By the very definition LpA1q Ď K, as K contains
all words from LpA1q of length strictly smaller than n, and
all words starting with a prefix, of length n, of a word from
LpA1q. For disjointness of K and LpA2q, observe that the
languages LpA1q X Σăn and LpA2q are disjoint, as already
LpA1q and LpA2q are. Moreover, for every w P L1 of length
|w| “ n, the languages wΣ˚ and LpA2q are disjoint, as already
the intersection L1 X L2 contains no word of length n or
longer.

VII. FINAL REMARKS

Our main contribution is to show that the regular sep-
arability problem for OCN is decidable (we also provide
tight complexity estimation of the problem, namely PSPACE-
completeness, which we consider however less significant),
but it becomes undecidable for OCA (when zero tests are
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allowed). We believe that this reveals a delicate decidabil-
ity borderline. For instance recall (cf. Remark 11) that the
concept of n-approximation, a core technical ingredient of
our decidability proof, still works for OCA, including the
Approximation Lemma, but is not prone to effective testing.
Below we discuss in more detail two other aspects: relation
to the regularity problem for OCN, and obstacles towards
extending our approach to regular separability of the many-
dimensional extension of OCN, i.e., of VASS.

Undecidability of regularity. Our decidability result contrasts
with undecidability of the regularity problem for OCN (given
an OCN A, decide if LpAq is regular?), shown in [25]. The
proof of [25] works for OCN accepting by final configuration
(as assumed in this paper, cf. Section II), but not for OCN
accepting solely by final state. But even in this weaker model
the regularity problem is undecidable, as discovered recently
by James Worrell [26]. The proof is by reduction from
finiteness of the reachability set of a lossy counter machine,
which is an undecidable problem [22]. Consider a standard
encoding of runs of such a machine as words, and consider
the language of reverses of such encodings, i.e., encoding read
backward. It is not difficult to prove that the language is regular
if, and only if the reachability set of the lossy counter machine
is finite. Moreover, one can construct an OCN that recognizes
the complement of the language.

Towards regular separability of VASS. Our decidability
proof builds upon a notion of n-approximation: an OCN A
is over-approximated by an NFA An which remembers the
counter value of A exactly only below n, and modulo n
above this threshold. Could one define n-approximation Vn

of a VASS V by treating all the counters of V in that way?
In particular, such n-approximation would commute with the
cross-product: Vn b Un “ pV b Uqn for two VASS V and U
(we extend here naturally the cross-product operation).

The Approximation Lemma (cf. Lemma 8), quite sur-
prisingly, does not hold for so defined notion of over-
approximation. Indeed, the Approximation Lemma would im-
ply that regular separability of V and U is equivalent to
disjointness of languages of Vn and Un, for some n ą 0
(cf. Corollary 10), which is the same as LpVn b Unq “

LppV b Uqnq “ H for some n ą 0; and finally, the latter
condition would be equivalent, again due to the Approximation
Lemma, to LpVbUq “ H, which is the same as the languages
of V and U being disjoint. Thus regular separability of V and
U would be equivalent to disjointness of V and U , which is
not true in general.

The decidability status of the regular separability problem
for VASS languages remains thus open.
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